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The rolling stock investment

Our TRAXXes Hetmans

The project called „The purchase of 11 new two-cabin electric locomotives intended
to run the drift of passenger bidirectional trains consisting of push-pull carriages and
providing the services for four years from the day of receiving each locomotive and
the training of the ordering employees” includes the delivery of 11 modern
locomotives in 2011. The locomotive is in Koleje Mazowieckie colours and it will
perfectly match the carriages which are already used.

These carriages are also made by the company Bombardier Transportation GmbH
and they belong to a „push-pull” type, which means that from the time of handing
over locomotives TRAXX P160 DC to operation, the train will consist of a locomotive,
middle carriages and a control carriage with a driver's cab joined at the end. The
locomotive traditionally will pull the train in one direction, but in case of a route
change there will be no need to change locomotives. An engine driver will just take a
seat in a cab of a control carriage and thence he will be steer the locomotive. Such a
solution will enable to save a lot of time.

The body of the locomotive Traxx P160 DC after presentation in Wrocław was
transported to the assembly plant Bombardiera in Italy and it is there where the final
installation will take place. After that all 11 Traxxes will come to Masovia.

 

https://mazowieckie.com.pl/en/taxonomy/term/1009


 

 

Test of our Traxxes
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Locomotives Traxx made by the company Bombardier are on a test track in Railway
Institution in Węglewo near Żmigród. Tests include, among other things, functioning
of these vehicles with double-decker carriages already used by KM.

For the development of Masovia

On the MJWPU (Mazovian Unit of EU Programmes Implementation) website, which is
the Institution implementing, among other things, our projects co-financed by the
EU, we can see the guide for the Regional Operational Programmee of Mazovian
Voivodeship, presenting the basic aims, rules and effects of the programmee ROP
MV 2007-2013. Measue 3.2. Regional public transport.

http://www.youtube.com/user/MJWPUTUBE#p/a/D2AB8CDA63A3926B/1/Q4VlJ-2U35g

http://www.youtube.com/user/MJWPUTUBE#p/a/D2AB8CDA63A3926B/1/Q4VlJ-2U35g

